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Quest Of Dungeons Dungeon Crawler Has A Linux Beta, Slots Open For Testers [2]

Unreal Engine 4 update adds SteamOS and Linux support [3]

Unreal Engine 4 adds PS4, Xbox One and Linux support [4]

Unreal Engine 4.1 Has Been Released, Features Early Linux Support [5]

Unreal Engine 4.1 Support for Linux Might Spark the End of Windows' Gaming Domination [6]

The Unreal engine is one of the most prolific pieces of technology used in the gaming
industry, and the fact that the developers from Epic have just added official support for
SteamOS and Linux is actually one of the biggest leaps for the open source platform since the
release of Steam.

Clockwork Tales: of Glass and Ink Adventure Game Gets a Linux Version [7]

Clockwork Tales: of Glass and Ink, an adventure game developed and published by Artifex
Mundi sp. z o.o., has just received a Linux version and is now available on Steam.

Clockwork Tales: of Glass and Ink was initially made available on the Windows platform
more than a year ago, but it seems that the developers managed to port the game for the Linux
players.
?A continuing string of strange earthquakes are causing the world?s cities to crumble to ruin.
Dr. Ambrose Ink?one of the foremost minds of the technological revolution?hopes to expose
the underlying cause of this supernatural phenomenon. It?s up to Dr. Ink?s longtime friend and
confidante, Agent Evangeline Glass to save Dr. Ink and reveal what is causing the
earthquakes,? reads the official Steam website.

Infinity Runner Launches on June 2 on Steam for Linux [8]

Infinity Runner is a game that tells everything about the gameplay just with its name. The
mobile platforms are filled with games that feature perpetual running, but there are very few
on the desktop, and even fewer on Linux.

Steam Client Updated: Ubuntu 14.04 support added, VR mode gets even better! [9]

Valve just pushed another update for Steam, their digital distribution platform. The update
contains a variety of bug fixes. In addition to that, this update now makes Steam for Linux
officially compatible with the new distribution of Ubuntu, Ubuntu 14.04, which was a pretty
fast move on the part of Valve. Apart from those, this update also improves and readies Steam
to be fully compatible with Steam?s Virtual Reality. Instead of having to start it by the ?vr
command line option, the VR support is now integrated into Steam and it is capable of turning
it on and off based on the hardware presence.

Borderlands 2 on Linux not likely to happen, says Randy Pitchford [10]

Divinity: Original Sin hits June 20 [11]

Quirky Arcade Shooter ?Cosmochoria? Doubles Kickstarter Goal w/Days to Spare! [12]
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